NEW Stereol Master Audio Control Eliminates All Barriers To TOTAL FLEXIBILITY!

THE FISHER 400-CX
10 Tubes • 27 Controls • 18 Inputs

A glance at the FISHER 400-CX is sufficient to evoke—even from the most sophisticated audio enthusiast—immediate and almost worshipful admiration. When you visit your dealer, however, do not merely look at the 400-CX—operate it! As you begin to experience the full potential of its beautiful control panel, see its channel indicator lights flash on and off as you switch from one mode of operation to another—you will make a most unusual discovery. You will realize that here is an instrument that has anticipated your every wish. Whether you are an audio enthusiast or audio engineer, you will discover that you will not be able to think of a single feature that the 400-CX does not already have. You will realize that here indeed is the definitive, the truly complete stereo control center! 15½” x 11½” x 4½” high. Weight, 18 pounds. $199.50 Walnut or Mahogany Cabinet, $24.95 • Metal Cabinet, $15.95

SONIC NULL BALANCING Removes guesswork by eliminating the need to attain perfect channel balance based only on your ear’s ability to determine optimum sound quality. With the 400-CX, you can balance the output of your components simply by tuning for minimum sound!

STEREO DIMENSION CONTROL Blends the signal from each channel into the other. Permits you to produce any degree of stereo separation (from zero to full) eliminate extreme “ping-pong” effect and create the illusion that a third, “in-the-center” speaker is in operation!

CENTER CHANNEL The 400-CX is equipped with a Center Channel output and a front-panel Center Channel Volume Control. Permits setting the level of the main speakers and third, center speaker, independently, thus providing maximum flexibility in multi-channel operation.

REMOTE CONTROL Add the low-cost FISHER RK-1 Control and achieve perfect stereo balance from your listening-chair! The RK-1 is only $17.95.


WRITE TODAY for complete specifications on the magnificent 400-CX!

FISHER RADIO CORPORATION • 21-37 44th DRIVE • LONG ISLAND CITY I, NEW YORK

Export: Marhon Exporting Corp., 458 Broadway, New York 13, N.Y.